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Abstract
When A is a unital simple AF C-algebra and has a unique tracial state, it is shown that the
crossed product of the two-sided inﬁnite tensor product#ZA by the shift is a tracially AF C-
algebra. A similar result is given to the crossed product of a certain non-unital two-sided
inﬁnite tensor product by the shift. Applying a far-reaching classiﬁcation result of such C-
algebras by H. Lin, we obtain an example of a one-parameter automorphism group on some
AF C-algebra which is not approximately inner, a counter-example to the AF version of the
so-called Powers–Sakai conjecture [23].
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
By a non-commutative shift we mean the shift automorphism s of the two-sided
inﬁnite (minimal) tensor product#ZA of copies of some unital (non-commutative)
C-algebra A: Except for some special cases, the shift s induces a non-trivial action
on K theory; e.g., if the C-algebra A is AF, s ﬁxes no non-zero elements of
K0ð#ZAÞ which are rationally independent of the class ½1 of the unit. Our general
aim is to study the shift s; more speciﬁcally in this note, the crossed product
ð#ZAÞ s Z; also as a typical example of crossed products by automorphisms
inducing non-trivial actions on K theory.
Before going into details we list some results known for non-commutative shifts.
(1) If A is completely non-commutative in the sense that A contains a ﬁnite-
dimensional C-subalgebra D such that 1AD and D has no one-dimensional direct
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summands, then s has the Rohlin property [17]; a fact which will be often used
in this note. (2) If A is a UHF C-algebra or a full matrix algebra, then the crossed
product ð#ZAÞ s Z is a unital simple AT algebra of real rank zero,
since the shift is approximately inner (and so induces the identity map on
K0ð#ZAÞ) [7,15,16]. (3) If A is a unital prime AF C-algebra (or a full matrix
algebra), then the pure s-invariant states are dense in the s-invariant states of
#ZA [12,6]. (Only this property depends on s itself; all the other properties
above and below depend just on its outer conjugacy class.) We will also state
the following facts. (4) If A is a unital AF C-algebra, then Kið#ZA s ZÞ is a
torsion-free abelian group for i ¼ 0; 1: (5) If A is a ﬁnite-dimensional C-algebra
with non-trivial center, then #ZA s Z is not an AT C-algebra. But we should
note that this is certainly AF embeddable (i.e., isomorphic to a C-subalgebra of an
AF C-algebra); in general if A is AF embeddable, then #ZA s Z is also AF
embeddable (cf. [8]).
What we can add in this note is (6) if A is a unital simple AF C-algebra with a
unique tracial state, then the crossed product ð#ZAÞ s Z is a unital simple tracially
AF C-algebra. This is an attempt to extend the result (2) above but we are still short
of showing that ð#ZAÞ s Z is an AT C-algebra.
The reason why we can prove the above assertion (6) is that if the unital simple AF
C-algebra has a unique tracial state, then it is tracially UHF (see Lemma 2.4);
anyway such a C-algebra is not very far from being UHF; but the fact of not being
UHF also reﬂects on the conclusion in comparison with (2) above.
In the second part of this note we consider a non-unital version of the above result.
This means that we specify two projections e; eþAA and we use e (resp. eþ) as a
unit as we move to the left (resp. right); i.e., setting an embedding#nn A-#
nþ1
n1 A
as x/e#x#eþ for n ¼ 1; 2;y; we deﬁne the inductive limit C-algebra
#ZðA; e; eþÞ; on which the shift s is well-deﬁned. In this setting we show the
following: (7) If A is an AF C-algebra and ½ea½eþ in K0ðAÞ; then
K1ð#ZðA; e; eþÞ s ZÞ ¼ f0g: (8) If A is an AF C-algebra and ½ea½eþ and if
pj ½e  ½eþ then both pj ½e and pj ½eþ for all prime numbers p; then
K0ð#ZðA; e; eþÞ s ZÞ is a torsion-free abelian group. (9) If A is a unital simple
AF C-algebra with a unique tracial state t and tðeÞ ¼ tðeþÞ; then
#ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z is a tracially AF C-algebra. We should hastily add that if
tðeÞatðeþÞ; then #ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z is purely inﬁnite [13,14,22,24]; so only the
ﬁnite case tðeÞ ¼ tðeþÞ has remained for clariﬁcation.
What I was hoping for was to prove that#ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z is an AF C-algebra
in the situation of (9) with e; eþ satisfying the condition in (8). If successful, this
would give an example of an action of T on some unital simple AF C-algebra whose
ﬁxed point algebra is again simple, a counter-example to the (AF version of)
Powers–Sakai conjecture [23,25] (which says that any strongly continuous one-
parameter automorphism group of an AF C-algebra is approximately inner; in
particular that in the periodic case the ﬁxed point algebra is not simple). This way of
constructing possible counter-examples to this conjecture had perhaps been known
(cf. [3–5]) but it became plausible only after Elliott’s paper [11] appeared—I owe this
point to A. Kumjian.
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In a recent preprint H. Lin [20] has shown a remarkable result: If B is a unital
separable nuclear simple tracially AF C-algebra and satisﬁes the Universal
Coefﬁcient Theorem, then B is determined by its K theoretic data ðK0ðAÞ;
K0ðAÞþ; ½1A; K1ðAÞÞ: (Earlier than this, he deﬁned a notion of tracial topological
rank; tracially AF C-algebras are those of tracial topological rank zero.) Note that
unital simple AF C-algebras are in this class. Hence in the situation of (9) with (8), it
follows that B ¼ ð#ZðA; e; eþÞ s ZÞ is an AF C-algebra. If e is a non-zero
projection in #ZðA; e; eþÞ; then D ¼ ðe#1ÞBðe#1Þ is a unital AF C-algebra
which is left invariant under the dual action of s: If we denote by a the restriction of
this action to D; we have the following situation: D is a unital simple AF C-algebra,
a is an action of T on D; and the ﬁxed point algebra Da is simple (being isomorphic to
eð#ZðA; e; eþÞÞe). Thus relying on Lin’s result [20], we obtain a counter-example to
the (AF version of) Powers–Sakai conjecture, i.e. a; as a one-parameter automorph-
ism group of D; is not approximately inner. (Since D cannot be a UHF C-algebra,
this does not give a counter-example to the original Powers–Sakai conjecture.) Note
also that if E is a unital C-algebra and b is a strongly continuous one-parameter
automorphism group of E; then a#b is never approximately inner on B#E:
(Because if it were, a#b should have a ground state, which would give a ground state
for a:) In this way we could get more examples (see [25]). Formally we state:
Theorem 1.1. There exists a unital simple AF C-algebra A and a strongly continuous
one-parameter automorphism group a of A such that a is not approximately inner.
Before concluding Introduction we will explain some deﬁnitions used above and to
be used below. A (separable) C-algebra A is called AF (approximately ﬁnite-
dimensional) if there is an increasing sequence ðAnÞ of C-subalgebras of A with
A ¼,nAn such that dim AnoN for all n; and is called AT [11] if we replace the
condition dim AnoN by AnDBn#CðTÞ with dim BnoN in the above deﬁnition.
We say that a unital (separable) C-algebra A has real rank zero [9] if the invertible
elements are dense in the self-adjoint part Asa ¼ fxAA j x ¼ xg and that A is
approximately divisible [2] if A has a central sequence ðDnÞ of C-subalgebras such
that 1ADn; dim DnoN; and Dn has no one-dimensional direct summands for all n:
If A is a unital approximately divisible exact C-algebra with a unique tracial state,
then A has real rank zero [2]. If A is not unital, A has real rank zero if A has an
approximate unit ðpnÞ consisting of projections such that pnApn has real rank zero.
(This is equivalent to saying that A þ C1 has real rank zero.)
The notion of tracially AF was introduced by H. Lin. A unital simple C-algebra
A is called tracially AF (approximately ﬁnite-dimensional) (or, more recently, of
tracial topological rank zero) if for any ﬁnite subsetF of A; any e40; and any non-
zero qAAþ; there is a non-zero projection pAA and a ﬁnite-dimensional C-
subalgebra D of pAp with pAD such that
1. 8aAF jj½p; ajjoe;
2. 8aAF distðpap; DÞoe;
3. (uAUðAÞ uð1 pÞuAqAq;
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where UðAÞ is the unitary group of A (see 1.2 of [18] and also [10,19,20]). (If
furthermore D can be chosen to be a full matrix algebra, then such a C-algebra may
be called tracially UHF.) Since in our case the unital simple C-algebra A is exact,
approximately divisible, and has a unique tracial state, A is tracially AF if for any
ﬁnite subsetF of A and any e40 there is a projection pAA and a ﬁnite-dimensional
C-subalgebra D of pAp with pAD such that
1. 8aAFjj½p; ajjoe;
2. 8aAF distðpap; DÞoe;
3. tðpÞ41 e;
where t is the unique tracial state of A (see, e.g., [21]).
Lin [18] shows that if A is a unital simple tracially AF C-algebra, then A has real
rank zero and stable rank one (though we will not need this fact).
If A is a non-unital simple C-algebra, A is tracially AF if A has an approximate
unit ðpiÞ consisting of projections such that piApi is tracially AF for each i:
2. Unital tensor products
Let A be a unital AF C-algebra. We denote by#ZA the inﬁnite tensor product
C-algebra #iAZ AðiÞ with AðiÞ  A and by s the automorphism of #iAZ AðiÞ
sending xAAðiÞ to xAAði þ 1Þ; s will be called the shift (automorphism) of #ZA:
Note that K0ð#ZAÞ ¼,n#nn K0ðAÞ; where #nn K0ðAÞ is embedded into
#nþ1n1 K0ðAÞ by g/½1#g#½1:
Proposition 2.1. If A is a unital AF C-algebra, then Kið#ZA s ZÞ is a torsion-free
abelian group for i ¼ 0; 1: Moreover K1ð#ZA s ZÞ is isomorphic to the subfield of Q
generated by fnAN; ½1 ¼ ng for some gAK0ðAÞg:
Proof. Let F denote the subﬁeld of Q generated by fnAN; ½1 ¼
ng for some gAK0ðAÞg: Then it follows that K0ð#ZAÞ is a module over F and
that s is a module homomorphism. Since by the Pimsner–Voiculescu exact sequence
K1ð#ZA s ZÞ is the kernel of id s on K0ð#ZAÞ; it sufﬁces to show that if
g ¼ sðgÞ; then gAF ½1: Since g ¼ skðgÞ for any kAN; this follows from the fact that
if G is a torsion-free abelian group and h#g ¼ g#h in G#G; then h and g are
rationally dependent.
By the Pimsner–Voiculescu exact sequence again K0ð#ZA s ZÞ is isomorphic to
K0ð#ZAÞ=Rangeðid sÞ; which we have to show is torsion-free. Suppose that
g  sðgÞ ¼ nh for some non-zero g; hAK0ð#ZAÞ and n ¼ 2; 3;y : We have to
show that g is of the form ng0 þ a½1 with aAF : We may suppose that no prime
factors of n appear in F : Since g  skðgÞ ¼ nðh þ sðhÞ þ?þ sk1 ðhÞÞ for any
kAN; the problem can be stated as follows: If G ¼ K0ðAÞ#m and g#½1  ½1#g ¼
nh in G#G for gAG and hAG#G and no prime factors of n divide ½1; then show
that g is of the form ng0 þ a½1: To show this we may suppose that G ¼ Zk for some
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k41 and that g ¼ ðgiÞ and ½1 ¼ ðxiÞ: Let p be a prime number which divides n and
let s denote the maximum integer such that ps divides n: Suppose that there is an i
such that ps does not divide gi: Since gi½1  xig ¼ nh0 for some h0AG; ps does not
divide xi (otherwise p would divide ½1). The greatest common divisor of xi and ps is
pt with some 0ptos: Note that pt divides gi: Since there exist b; cAZ such that
bxi þ cps ¼ pt; it follows that
ptg ¼ cpsg þ bxig ¼ cpsg þ bðgi½1  nh0Þ ¼ psðcg  bðpsnÞh0Þ þ bgi½1
and hence that g ¼ pstg0 þ bðptgiÞ½1 with g0 ¼ cg  bðpsnÞh0: Since g0  sðg0Þ ¼
ðpsþtnÞh and psþtnon; we can repeat this process for a ﬁnite number of times to get
the conclusion. &
Proposition 2.2. If A is a finite-dimensional C-algebra with non-trivial center, then
ð#ZAÞ s Z is not an AT C-algebra.
Proof. If #ZA s Z were an AT algebra, then any quotient would be an AT
algebra. If we denote by L the maximal ideal space of A (which is a ﬁnite set), then
the center of#ZA is identiﬁed with CðPZLÞ: We take two distinct points p; pþAL
and deﬁne a point xAPZL by xn ¼ p for no0 and xn ¼ pþ for nX0: Let O be the
translation invariant closed subset of PZL generated by x: Then it follows that O
consists of the translates of x and two limit points ðpÞ; ðpþÞ; i.e., O is homeomorphic
to fNg,Z,fþNg: Let I denote the ideal of#ZA generated by CðOcÞ; which is
s-invariant, and Eþ denote the characteristic function of f1; 2;yg,fþNg: Then
one can see that UsEþUs is a proper subprojection of Eþ in the quotient#ZA=I s
Z of #ZA s Z; where Us is the unitary implementing s: Since this quotient
contains a proper isometry UsEþ þ 1 Eþ; it cannot be an AT algebra. &
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a unital simple AF C-algebra with a unique tracial state and
let s denote the shift automorphism of#ZA: Then the crossed product ð#ZAÞ s Z is
a unital simple tracially AF C-algebra with a unique tracial state.
If A is an AF C-algebra, we denote by TðAÞ the tracial state space of A: There is a
natural order-preserving homomorphism j of K0ðAÞ into AffðTðAÞÞ; the real afﬁne
continuous functions on TðAÞ; and if gAK0ðAÞ and jðgÞ40 (or jðgÞ is strictly
positive on TðAÞ), then g40 (or g is positive and non-zero). We introduce an order
on R#K0ðAÞ by: g40 if jðgÞ40 for gAR#K0ðAÞ: If gAK0ðAÞ and g40 in
R#K0ðAÞ; then g40 in K0ðAÞ:
Lemma 2.4. Let A be a unital simple AF C-algebra with a unique tracial state and let
ðAnÞ be an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional C-subalgebras of A with 1AA1
and A ¼,nAn: For any e40 there exist a kAN; a projection pAAk-A01; and a full
matrix C-subalgebra D of pAkp such that D*A1p and ½p4ð1 eÞ½1 in
R#K0ðAk-A01Þ:
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Proof. From the inductive system A1-A2-?; we obtain the inductive system of
dimension groups K0ðA1Þ-K0ðA2Þ-?: By identifying KnðAnÞ with Zkn ; where kn is
the dimension of the center of An; we obtain the knþ1 by kn matrix wn with non-
negative integer components such that K0ðAnÞ-K0ðAnþ1Þ is given by the multi-
plication of wn: For mon we let wmn denote wn1wn2?wm; which gives the map
K0ðAmÞ-K0ðAnÞ: Let xn be the element of Zkn corresponding to 1AAn: By the
assumption that A has a unique tracial state, say t; it follows that for any
inAf1; 2;y; kng;
w1nðin; jÞx1ðjÞ
xnðinÞ
 
j
converges to a ﬁxed vector in Rk1 as n-N: Denoting by ðpniÞ the minimal central
projections of An; indexed according to the indexing of Z
kn ; we note that xnðiÞ ¼
rankðpniÞ in An and that the above ﬁxed vector is ðtðp11Þ; tðp12Þ;y; tðp1k1ÞÞ  ðmjÞ:
We notice that mj40 and
P
j mj ¼ 1:
Hence for any e40 there exists a kAN such that for any nAN with nXk; any
i ¼ 1; 2;y; kn; and any j ¼ 1;y; k1;
w1nði; jÞ
xnðiÞ
 mj
x1ðjÞ

oe:
First we ﬁnd a rational cj=dj (cj; djAN) such that cjb1 and
cj
dj
o mj
x1ðjÞ
ocj þ 1
dj
:
Second we ﬁnd an nAN such that
0pw1nði; jÞ
xnðiÞ
 cj
dj
o1
dj
:
Setting d to be the least common multiple of d1; d2;y; dk1 ; we express xnðiÞ as
aid þ ri with aiAN and 0priod and deduce that
0pw1nði; jÞ  aicjd=djoaid=dj þ riðcj þ 1Þ=dj  bij:
We note that
bij
w1nði; jÞ
o1
dj
1þ cj þ 1
ai
 
xnðiÞ
w1nði; jÞ
:
As n-N; the right-hand side gets smaller than 1=cj; which we can assume is
arbitrarily small. Set bj ¼ cjd=djAN: Then, since rankðpnip1jÞ ¼ w1nði; jÞXaibj in
An-A01; we ﬁnd a projection pAAn-A01 such that ½p corresponds to ðaibjÞ in
K0ðAn-A01Þ ¼"K0ðpnip1jAn-A01Þ: Since ½1 ¼ ðw1nði; jÞÞ in K0ðAn-A01Þ; we obtain
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the estimate ½p4ð1 eÞ½1: Finally we ﬁnd a full matrix C-subalgebra D of pAnp of
the order
P
j bjx1ðjÞ such that D*A1p: Note that pAnpD"kni¼1D#Mai ; where Ma is
the a by a matrix algebra. &
Lemma 2.5. Let A be a unital simple AF C-algebra with a unique tracial state and let
ðAnÞ be as before. For any nAN and e40 there exist a kAN; a projection
eA#ZðAk-A01Þ; a full matrix C-subalgebra D of #ZAk; and a projection F and a
unitary V in ð#ZAkÞ s Z such that 1DA#ZðAk-A01Þ; F ; eAD0; 1DXFXe;
D*ð#nn A1Þ1D; jjV  1jjoe; Ad VUsðDFÞ ¼ DF ; and ½e4ð1 eÞ½1 in
R#K0ð#ZðAk-A01ÞÞ:
Proof. By the previous lemma we ﬁnd a kAN; a projection pAAk-A01; and a full
matrix C-subalgebra D of pAkp such that D*A1p: By changing indices we may
suppose that k ¼ 2 and that Am-A0m1 has no one-dimensional direct summands for
any m: (As DCA; this D is not intended to be the D in the statement.)
Let kAN be such that kb1: Let wA#ZðA2-fpg0Þ be a unitary such that wð1
#nþ1nk pÞ ¼ ð1#nþ1nk pÞ; wð#nþ1nk pÞAD#ð#nnkþ1 pÞ#D; and Ad wj#nþ1nk D
switches xAD at n  k and xAD at n þ 1: This is possible because D is a full matrix
algebra. Hence Ad ws simulates the cyclical permutation, say s0; of the factors
of #nnk D in the sense that Ad wsðp#xÞ ¼ s0ðxÞ#p for xA#nnk D: In
particular we have that ðAd wsÞ2nþkþ1ðð#nk13n2k1 pÞ#xÞ ¼ x#ð#3nþ2kþ1nþkþ1 pÞ for
xA#nnk D:
By using the Rohlin property for s on #ZðA3-A02Þ [17], we obtain, for any
e40 and cAN; a set of Rohlin towers ðeijÞ; eij ’s are projections for i ¼ 0; 1;
j ¼ 0; 1;y; c i such that X
i
X
j
eij ¼ 1;
jjsðeijÞ  eijþ1jjoe:
We can then construct a unitary uA#ZA3 such that jjw  usðuÞjjB1=c; by using
ðeijÞ and short continuous paths from wcþ1; wc to 1 applied by sj; 0pjpc; where
wj ’s are the unitaries deﬁned by w0 ¼ 1; wj ¼ wsðwj1Þ: By setting c ¼ ½ðk  1Þ=2
and choosing the paths in #nkþcnk ðA2-fpg0Þ#ð#nnkþcþ1f1; pg00Þ#ð#nþ1þcnþ1
ðA2-fpg0ÞÞ; we thus obtain a unitary uA#ZA3 such that jjw  usðuÞjjB1=k and
u belongs to the C-subalgebra generated by #ZA3-A02 and #n2nkðA2-
fpg0Þ#ð#nn1f1; pg00Þ##nþk1nþ1 ðA2-fpg0Þ: Note that u commutes with
#nn1 A1 and p at any iAZ:
Let
D1 ¼ Ad uð#nnk D##nþknþ1 pÞ:
Then D1 is a full matrix algebra containing ð#n1nk pÞ#ð#nn DÞ#ð#nþknþ1 pÞ and
its identity 1D1 equals #
nþk
nk p: (This D1 will be D in the statement.) We let
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v ¼ uwsðuÞ; which is a unitary satisfying jjv  1jjB1=k and v commutes with p at
any point. Since Ad ws ¼ Ad u Ad vsAd u; Ad vs leaves D1 invariant in the sense
that
Ad vsðpnk1D1Þ ¼ D1pnþkþ1;
where pm means pAA at mAZ: Since Ad vs has period 2n þ k þ 1 in a sense, we
obtain a unitary zAD1 such that Ad vsðpnk1xÞ ¼ Ad zðxÞpnþkþ1 for xAD1 and
z2nþkþ1 ¼ 1 by regarding z as a unitary in#ZA3 by adding 1#nþknk p: Note that
Ad zvUsðpnk1xÞ ¼ pnþkþ1x; xAD1;
where Us is the canonical unitary implementing s in #ZA s Z:
Let c1; c2AN be such that c1bc2b1 and let c ¼ c1 þ c2: By the Rohlin property
on #ZðA4-A03Þ there exists an orthogonal family ðfiÞci¼c of projections in
#ZðA4-A03Þ and a unitary v1A#ZðA4-A03Þ such that v1E1; Ad v1sðfiÞ ¼ fiþ1;
and ½fi41=ð2cþ 2Þ½1 in R#K0ð#ZðA4-A03ÞÞ (see 2.11 of [17]). We deﬁne, for
i ¼ c;cþ 1;y; c;
Fi ¼ fið#nþkþcþinkcþi pÞ:
Then ðFiÞci¼c is an orthogonal family of projections in #ZA4-A01 such that
Ad v1sðFiÞ ¼ Fiþ1: Since ½p4ð1 eÞ½1 in R#K0ðA2-A01Þ; ½ð#nþkþcþinkcþi pÞ is
greater than ð1 eÞ2nþ2kþ2cþ1½1 in R#K0ð#ZA2-A01Þ: Since e can be made small
independently of n; k; c1; c2; we can assume that e is so small that we still have that
½Fi41=ð2cþ 2Þ½1 in R#K0ð#ZA4-A01Þ:
Note that z and v commute with #nþkþcþinkcþi p and fi; and that Ad v1z
vUsðFiÞ ¼
Fiþ1: We deﬁne an almost Ad v1zvUs-invariant projection FAð#ZA4Þ s Z as
follows (cf. [15]):
F ¼
Xc1
i¼c1
Fi þ
Xc21
i¼1
i
c2
ðFcþi þ FciÞ
þ
Xc21
i¼1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
iðc2  iÞ
p
c2
ðv1zvUsÞ2c1þc2Fcþi þ Fcþiðv1zvUsÞ2c1þc2
 	
:
We can see that F is indeed a projection and that
Ad v1z
vUsðFÞ  FB1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2
p
;
FX
Xc1
i¼c1
Fi  e;
Fp#nþkþ1nk1 pp1D1 :
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Here we note that e is a projection in ð#ZA4-A01Þ-D01 and that ½e can be as-
sumed to be close to ½1 in R#K0ð#ZA4-A01Þ since c1bc2: For xAD1 and
i ¼ 1; 2;y; c2  1 we compute:
ðv1zvUsÞ2c1þc2Fcþix ¼ðv1zvUsÞ2c1þc2ð#nþkþink2c12c2þi pÞxFc1c2þi
¼ð#nþkþ2c1þc2þinkc2þi pÞxðv1zvUsÞ
2c1þc2Fc1c2þi
¼ xðv1zvUsÞ2c1þc2Fcþi:
Thus we obtain that FAD01: By the same computation for Ad v1z
vUsðFÞ; we also
obtain that Ad v1z
vUsðFÞAD01: Hence, since v1z ¼ zv1 and zAD1; it follows that
Ad v1vUsðFÞ ¼ Ad v1zvUsðFÞAD01: Then we get a unitary VAð#ZA4 s ZÞ-D01
such that Ad Vv1vUsðFÞ ¼ F and V  1B1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2
p
: Taking Vv1v for V and D1 for D
and noting that v1  1B0 and v  1B1=k; we conclude the proof. &
Lemma 2.6. Let A be a unital approximately divisible AF C-algebra. For any e40
there exists a 2 by 2 matrix C-subalgebra C of A such that ½1C 4ð1 eÞ½1 in
R#K0ðAÞ:
Proof. Since A is approximately divisible, the range of K0ðAÞ is dense in AffðTðAÞÞ
for the natural map K0ðAÞ-AffðTðAÞÞ: Hence there is a positive gAK0ðAÞ such that
21ð1 eÞ½1ogo21½1 in R#K0ðAÞ: Then we ﬁnd mutually orthogonal projec-
tions e1 and e2 in A such that ½e1 ¼ ½e2 ¼ g; and choose a vAA such that vv ¼ e1
and vv ¼ e2: The C-subalgebra generated by v gives the desired C: &
Lemma 2.7. Let A be a unital simple AF C-algebra with a unique tracial state and let
ðAnÞ be as usual. For any nAN and e40 there exist a projection eA#ZðA-A01Þ; a 2
by 2 matrix C-subalgebra C of #ZA-A01; and a projection F and a unitary V
in ð#ZAÞ s Z such that e; FAC0; FAð#nn A1Þ0; 1CXFXe; jjV  1jjoe;
Ad VUsjCF ¼ id; and ½e4ð1 eÞ½1 in R#K0ð#ZA-A01Þ:
Proof. This will be proven just as Lemma 2.5 is.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.5, we obtain a projection pAA2-A01 and a full
matrix C-subalgebra D of pA2p such that D*A1p and then deﬁne D1 ¼
Ad uð#nnk D##nþknþ1 pÞðC#ZA3Þ for some unitary uðA#ZA3-fpg0Þ and a large
kAN; and unitaries vðA#ZA3-fpg0Þ and zðAD1 þ 1Þ; in particular jjv  1jjB1=k;
D1*ð#nn A1Þ1D; and Ad zvUsðpnk1xÞ ¼ pnþkþ1x for xAD1:
Since A-A03 is approximately divisible, the previous lemma gives a projection q
and a 2 by 2 matrix C-subalgebra C in A-A03 such that q ¼ 1C and ½q4ð1 eÞ½1
in R#K0ðA-A03Þ for a sufﬁciently small e40: Here we may replace A by A4:
Then just as in the previous paragraph, we deﬁne C1 ¼ Ad u0ð#nnk C##nþknþ1 qÞ
for the same k as above and for some unitary u0ðA#ZA5-A03Þ; and also
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deﬁne unitaries v0ðA#ZA5-A03Þ and z0ðAC1 þ 1Þ; in particular jjv0  1jjB1=k; v0
commutes with q at any point of Z; and Ad z0v0Usðqnk1xÞ ¼ qnþkþ1x
for xAC1:
Let c1; c2AN be such that c1bc2b1 and let c ¼ c1 þ c2: By the Rohlin property s
on#ZA6-A05; we obtain an orthogonal family ðfiÞci¼c of projections and a unitary
v1A#ZA6-A05 such that v1B1; Ad v1sðfiÞ ¼ fiþ1; and ½fi4ð2cþ 2Þ1½1 in
R#K0ð#ZA6-A05Þ: We deﬁne, for i ¼ c;cþ 1;y; c;
Fi ¼ fið#nþkþcþinkcþi pqÞ:
Here ðFiÞ is an orthogonal family of projections such that Ad v1z0v0zvUsðFiÞ ¼
Fiþ1: We assume that ½Fi4ð2cþ 2Þ1½1 in R#K0ð#ZA6-A01Þ by assuming that
½pq is sufﬁciently close to ½1 in R#K0ðA6-A01Þ: We deﬁne an almost
Ad v1z
0v0zvUs-invariant projection FA#ZA6 s Z in terms of ðFiÞ and
ðv1z0v0zvUsÞ2c1þc2 just as in the proof of Lemma 2.5. Since F ;Ad v1z0v0z
vUsðFÞACðC1; D1Þ0; we ﬁnd a unitary V1A#ZA6 s Z such that V1AC
ðC1; D1Þ0; V1B1; and Ad V1v1z0v0zvUsðFÞ ¼ F : Note that Ad V1v1z0v0zvUsj
CðC1; D1ÞF ¼ id: Since Ad z0jC1 has period 2n þ k þ 1; the spectral gap of z0 is
no greater than 2p=ð2n þ k þ 1Þ: Hence there is a 2 by 2 matrix C-subalgebra C2 of
C1 such that jjðAd z0  idÞjC2jj is at most of the order of 1=ð2n þ k þ 1Þ: Since
idjC2 ¼ Ad V1v1z0v0zvUsjC2 ¼ Ad V1z0v0UsjC2CAd UsjC2; C2 has the desired
properties for C: The other properties are also satisﬁed just as in the proof of
Lemma 2.5. &
Lemma 2.8. Let A be a unital simple AF C-algebra with a unique tracial state and let
ðAnÞ be as usual. For any nAN and e40 there exists a C-subalgebra C of ð#ZAÞ s
Z and a unitary VAð#ZAÞ s Z such that C{1; CCð#nn A1Þ0; CDM2"M3;
jjV  1jjoe; and Ad VUsjC ¼ id:
Proof. We use the previous lemma for a sufﬁciently small e40; where in the
conclusion we may replace A by Ak for a sufﬁciently large k: By changing indices we
may assume that k ¼ 2:
Let cAN be such that cb1 and coð3eÞ1: By using the Rohlin property for s on
#ZA-A02; we ﬁnd an orthogonal family ðfiÞc1i¼0 of projections and a unitary v
in #ZA-A02 such that vD1; Ad vUsðfiÞ ¼ fiþ1; and ½fi4ð1þ cÞ1½1 in
R#K0ð#ZA-A02Þ: Let ðeijÞ be a set of matrix units in C: We may assume that
½1 ep½e11ef1 in K0ð#ZA-A01Þ and let bA#ZA-A01 be a partial isometry such
that bb ¼ 1 e and bbpe11ef1: We deﬁne
y ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
c
p
Xc1
i¼0
ðvUsÞibðvUsÞið1 FÞ:
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Then y belongs to ð#ZA-A01Þð1 FÞCð#nn A1Þ0; is close to a partial isometry
y1 ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
c
p
Xc1
i¼0
ðvUsÞibðVUsÞið1 FÞ
with y1y1 ¼ 1 F ; and is close to
y2 ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
c
p
Xc1
i¼0
ðVUsÞibðvUsÞið1 FÞ
with y2 ¼ Fe11y2: Note also that
jjAd vUsðyÞ  yjjp2=
ﬃﬃﬃ
c
p
:
Let v1 be the partial isometry obtained by the polar decomposition of
Fe11yAð#nn A1Þ0: Then it follows that v1v1 ¼ 1 F ; v1v1pFe11; and ½Us; v1B0:
Then the C-subalgebra C1 generated by CF and v1 satisﬁes that C1Cð#nn A1Þ0;
C1{1; C1DM2"M3; and Ad UsjC1Did: This concludes the proof. &
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Since s is asymptotically abelian (or has the Rohlin property),
the crossed product ð#ZAÞ s Z has a unique tracial state (see [1] for more results).
By Lemma 2.8 we know that the crossed product ð#ZAÞ s Z is approximately
divisible. Since the crossed product has a unique tracial state, it has real rank zero [2].
In the situation of Lemma 2.5 let zAD be a unitary such that Ad VUsjDF ¼
Ad zjDF : Then zVUsF is a unitary in FD0F ; so the C-subalgebra generated by DF
and zVUsF is isomorphic to D#CðTÞ or a quotient of it and contains ð#nn A1ÞF
exactly and FUsFDUsF almost (since VD1). (One can show that the K1 class of
zVUsF þ 1 F is non-zero if e is small and so that its spectrum is full. But, since
this fact is not required, we will refrain from proving it.) Thus ð#ZAÞ s Z is
tracially AT.
Since W ¼ zVUsF is a unitary in the C-algebra Fðð#ZAÞ s ZÞF-FD0F of
real rank zero, one can approximate W by a unitary W1 þ W2 such that G ¼
W 1 W1 ¼ W1W 1 is a projection close to F ; i.e., tðGÞCtðFÞ with t the tracial state,
and SpðW1Þ is ﬁnite. Since D*ð#nn A1Þ1D and FAð#nn A1Þ0; we have that
GAð#nn A1Þ0: Since ½W ; GC0; we have that GUs ¼ zGzUsCzGzVUs ¼
zGWCzWGCUsG: Let D1 be the C-subalgebra generated by GDG and W1: Then
D1 is ﬁnite-dimensional and its unit G commutes with#nn A1 and almost commutes
with Us: It follows that
Gð#nn A1ÞCGDGCD1
and
GUsGCGzW1AD1:
This concludes the proof that ð#ZAÞ s Z is a tracially AF C-algebra.
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3. Non-unital tensor products
If we are given a C-algebra AðiÞ and a non-zero projection eiAAðiÞ for each iAZ;
we deﬁne a C-algebra #iAZðAðiÞ; eiÞ as the inductive limit of the following
inductive system ðAL;jL1;L2Þ: For each ﬁnite set L of Z let AL be the (minimal)
tensor product of fAðiÞ; iALg and for L1CL2 deﬁne an embedding jL1;L2 of AL1
into AL2 by x/x#ð#iAL2\L1eiÞ: If AðiÞ is unital and ei ¼ 1 for every i; then
#iAZðAðiÞ; eiÞ is just the usual tensor product#iAZ AðiÞ:
Suppose that all AðiÞ’s are unital but eia1 for inﬁnitely many i: Then
#iAZðAðiÞ; eiÞ is a non-unital C-algebra and #iAZ AðiÞ can be naturally regarded
as a multiplier algebra of #iAZðAðiÞ; eiÞ: Suppose that we are given another
projection e0iAAðiÞ for each i and if e0i is unitarily equivalent to ei; then#iAZðAðiÞ; e0iÞ
is isomorphic to #iAZðAðiÞ; eiÞ: If e0i ¼ ei except for a ﬁnite number of i; then
#iAZðAðiÞ; e0iÞ and#iAZðAðiÞ; eiÞ are identical.
Suppose that we are given a C-algebra A and that AðiÞ ¼ A: Let e and eþ be
non-zero projections in A and let ei ¼ eþ for iX0 and ei ¼ e for io0: In this case
since eiþ1 ¼ ei except for i ¼ 1; we can deﬁne a shift automorphism s of
#ZðA; e; eþÞ #iAZðAðiÞ; eiÞ by xAAðiÞ/xAAði þ 1Þ:
Suppose that we are given another pair e0; e
0
þ of projections in A such that e
0
7 is
unitarily equivalent to e7 (in A þ C1 if A is non-unital). Then denoting by s0 the
shift automorphism of #ZðA; e0; e0þÞ; it follows that ð#ZðA; e; eþÞ; sÞ and
ð#ZðA; e0; e0þÞ; s0Þ are outer conjugate. To see this let U7 be unitaries in A such
that Ad U7ðe7Þ ¼ e07: With Ui ¼ Uþ for iX0 and Ui ¼ U for io0; deﬁne a map j
of#ZðA; e; eþÞ into#ZðA; e0; e0þÞ by xAAðiÞ/Ad UiðxÞAAðiÞ: This is indeed an
isomorphism. Since j1s0js1 ¼#i Ad Ui Ui1; and Ui Ui1 ¼ 1 except for i ¼ 0;
j1s0js1 is inner, proving the assertion. Hence in particular#ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z is
isomorphic to #ZðA; e0; e0þÞ s Z:
Suppose that A is a non-unital AF C-algebra and e; eþ are projections in A: By
changing e; eþ by equivalent projections if necessary, we may assume that there is
an approximate unit ðenÞ consisting of projections such that e1Xe; eþ: Then
ð#ZðenAen; e; eþÞÞn
is an increasing sequence of s-invariant hereditary C-subalgebras of#ZðA; e; eþÞ
with dense union. Thus it follows that ð#ZðenAen; e; eþÞ s ZÞ is also an increasing
sequence of hereditary C-subalgebras of #ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z with dense union.
Thus when we consider the crossed products, there will be no loss of generality by
assuming that A is unital.
Proposition 3.1. If A is an AF C-algebra and ½ea½eþ; then K1ð#ZðA; e; eþÞ s
ZÞ is zero.
Proof. We have to show that the kernel of id s on K0ð#ZðA; e; eþÞÞ is f0g:
Suppose that g ¼ sðgÞ for some gAK0ð#ZðA; e; eþÞÞ: There is an nAN such that
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gAK0ð#nnðA; e; eþÞÞCK0ð#ZðA; e; eþÞÞ: Since g ¼ s2nþ1 ðgÞ and the n þ 1st
factor of g (resp. s2nþ1 ðgÞ) is ½eþ (resp. ½e), if ½e and ½eþ are rationally
independent, it follows that g ¼ 0: If m½eþ ¼ c½e with mac; then deleting the
common factor m½eþ ¼ c½e at n þ 1AZ from mg and cs2nþ1 ðgÞ; we obtain g and
s2n ðgÞ respectively. Thus mg ¼ cs2nþ1 ðgÞ ¼ cg: Hence it follows that g ¼ 0: &
Proposition 3.2. If A is an AF C-algebra, ½ea½eþ; and if pj ½e  ½eþ then pj ½e
and pj ½eþ for all prime numbers p, then K0ð#ZðA; e; eþÞ s ZÞ is torsion-free.
Proof. We have to show that K0ð#ZðA; e; eþÞÞ=Rangeðid sÞ is torsion-free.
Let F be the subﬁeld of Q generated by
fnAN; n divides ½e or ½eþg:
Then K0ð#ZðA; e; eþÞÞ is a module over F and s is a module homomorphism.
Suppose that K0ð#ZðA; e; eþÞÞ=Rangeðid sÞ has torsion and let h be an
element not in the range of id s but nh ¼ g  sðgÞ for some n41 and
gAK0ð#ZðA; e; eþÞÞ: We suppose that n is the smallest positive integer with this
property. In particular no prime factors of n appear in F : Since g  skðgÞ is divisible
by n for any kAN; we are led to the following situation: If G ¼ K0ðAÞ#m for some
mAN; there is a gAG such that x#g  g#xþ is divisible by n; where x7 ¼ ½e7#m:
We may then replace K0ðAÞ by Zc for some cAN and so G by Zmc: Our standing
assumption says that no prime factors of n divide either x or xþ:
Let p be a prime factor of n and let s be the maximum integer such that ps j n: If
there is a component gi of g such that p
s does not divide gi; then by the same
argument used in the proof of A1, we have that g ¼ pstg0 þ dxþ; where s  t40: If
p j d then p j g; which contradicts the choice of n: Thus we are led to the situation that
x#xþ  xþ#xþ is divisible by p; which means x  xþ is divisible by p (since xþ is
not). Since ½e  ½eþ is not divisible by p by the assumption, it follows that
½e#m  ½eþ#m is not. Hence we have reached a contradiction. &
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a unital simple AF C-algebra with a unique tracial state t
and let e; eþ be non-zero projections in A such that tðeÞ ¼ tðeþÞo1: Then
#ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z is a simple tracially AF C-algebra, which admits a densely
defined lower semi-continuous trace, unique up to constant multiples.
There is a (unique up to constant multiples, densely deﬁned lower semi-
continuous) trace on #ZðA; e; eþÞ which is left invariant under s: Hence the part
on trace is obvious in the above assertion.
Let ðAnÞ be an increasing sequence of ﬁnite-dimensional C-subalgebras of A with
A ¼,nAn and A1{1: Let e; eþAA1 be projections such that 0otðeÞ ¼ tðeþÞo1:
For mpn we denote the identity of#nm A in#ZðA; e; eþÞ by 1ðm;nÞ: We shall show
that for any nAN and e40 there is a C subalgebra C of #ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z
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such that
1C ¼ 1ðn;nÞ;
CDM2"M3;
CCð#nnðA1; e; eþÞÞ0;
jj½x; Us1ðn;n1Þjjo ejjxjj; xAC:
This implies that for any ﬁnite subsetF of#ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z and any e40 there is
a C subalgebra C such that jjð1 1CÞyjjoe for yAF; jj½x; yjjoejjxjj for xAC and
yAF; and CDM2"M3: Hence it follows that for any projection pA#Z
ðA; e; eþÞ s Z; pð#ZðA; e; eþÞ s ZÞp is approximately divisible and thus has
real rank zero. Then one can conclude that #ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z has real rank zero
(or#ZðA; e; eþÞ s Zþ C1 has real rank zero [9]).
In Lemma 3.5 we shall show that#ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z is tracially AT, i.e., for any
nAN and e40 there is a C-subalgebra D of #ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z such that D
is isomorphic to (a quotient of) the tensor product of a full matrix algebra and
CðTÞ; and
1DAð#nn A1Þ0;
1Dp 1ðn;nÞ;
½1ðn;nÞ  1Dp e½1ðn;nÞ;
D*ð#nn A1Þ1D;
jj½1D; Us1ðn;n1Þjjo e;
distðD; 1DUs1ðn;n1Þ1DÞo e:
Since ð1ðn;nÞÞ forms an approximate identity for #ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z; this implies
that for any projection pA#ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z; the hereditary C-subalgebra cut
down by p is tracially AT. Using the fact that#ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z has real rank zero,
which will be shown later, we conclude that it is tracially AF, in the same way as in
the unital case. Note also that if ½ea½eþ; then #ZðAk; e; eþÞ s Z has purely
inﬁnite quotients for any k:
First we shall give an analogue of 2.4.
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a unital simple AF C-algebra with a unique tracial state and let
ðAnÞ and e; eþAA1 as above. Then for any e40 there exist a kAN; a projection
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pAAk-A01; and a full matrix C-subalagebra D of pAkp such that D{p; D*A1p;
½peþ ¼ ½pe in K0ðAkÞ; and ½p4ð1 eÞ½1 in R#K0ðAk-A01Þ:
Proof. If ½e ¼ ½eþ then we may assume that ½e ¼ ½eþ in K0ðA1Þ and then this is
just Lemma 2.4. Assuming that ½ea½eþ we will extend Lemma 2.4, adopting the
same notation as in its proof.
When we choose cj; djAN for j ¼ 1; 2;y; k1 there (such that cj=dj approximates
mj=x1ðjÞ), we have to impose an extra condition corresponding to ½peþ ¼ ½pe; i.e.,
we have to ﬁnd cj; djAN such that cjb1 and
cj
dj
o mj
x1ðjÞ
ocj þ 1
dj
;
Xk1
j¼1
cj dim ðep1jÞ ¼
Xk1
i¼1
cj dim ðeþp1jÞ;
where dimðe7p1jÞ is the dimension of e7p1j in A1p1j: SinceX
j
mj
x1ðjÞ
dim ðep1jÞ ¼
X
j
mj
x1ðjÞ
dim ðeþp1jÞ;
which follows from tðeÞ ¼ tðeþÞ; both
fj; dimðep1jÞ4dimðeþp1jÞg and fj; dimðep1jÞodimðeþp1jÞg
are non-empty. Hence we can ﬁnd cjAN such that cjb1 and
Xk1
i¼1
cjðdimðep1jÞ  dimðeþp1jÞÞ ¼ 0:
By assuming that x1ðjÞ=mj41; we can then ﬁnd djAN satisfying
x1ðjÞ
mj
cjodjo
x1ðjÞ
mj
ðcj þ 1Þ:
Having deﬁned cj; dj we can proceed as in the proof of 2.4. &
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a unital simple AF C-algebra with a unique tracial state t and
let ðAnÞ and e; eþAA1 as above. For any nAN and e40 there exist a kAN; a
projection eA#ZðAk-A01Þ; a projection gA#ZðAk; e; eþÞ; a full matrix C-
subalgebra D of #ZAk; a projection FAð#ZAkÞ s Z; and a unitary V in the
multiplier algebra of #ZðAk; e; eþÞ s Z such that
1DA#ZAk-A01;
F ; e; gAD0;
½F ; g ¼ 0;
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½e; g ¼ 0;
1DXFXe;
gX 1ðn;nÞ;
D*ð#nn A1Þ1D;
Dg*ð#nnðA1; e; eþÞÞ1D;
jjV  1jjo e;
Ad VUsðFgÞ ¼Fg;
Ad VUsðDFÞ ¼DF ;
½e4ð1 eÞ½1 in R#K0ð#ZAk-A01Þ:
Proof. This will be proven just as Lemma 2.5 is. We use the same notation as in its
proof.
We select a projection pAA2-A01 and a full matrix C-subalgebra DCpA2p with
D*A1p as in Lemma 3.4.
Let kAN with kb1: We work in the multiplier algebra of#ZðA; e; eþÞ: Let w be
a unitary in #nþ1nk A2 such that wð1#nþ1nk pÞ ¼ 1#nþ1nk p; wð#nþ1nk pÞ
AD#ð#nnkþ1 pÞ#D; and Ad wj#nþ1nk p switches D at n  k and D at n þ 1 in
such a way that it switches ðpeÞnk and ðpeþÞnþ1: This is possible because D is a
full matrix algebra and dimðpeÞ ¼ dimðpeþÞ in D: Hence in particular Ad w leaves
ðpeÞnkðpeþÞnþ1 invariant. By using a set of Rohlin towers for s on #ZA3-A02
(which is in the multiplier algebra) we will choose a unitary u in the multiplier
algebra just as in the proof of 2.5. For example u belongs to the C-subalgebra
generated by #n2nk A2-fpg0#ð#nn1f1; pg00Þ#nþk1nþ1 A2-fpg0 and #ZA3-A02
and satisﬁes that jjw  usðuÞjjC1=k: This time we can impose an extra condition
that u commutes with ðpeÞnkþiðpeþÞnþ1þi for i ¼ 0; 1;y; k  2:
Let
D1 ¼ Ad uð#nnk D#ð#nþknþ1 pÞÞ:
Note that D1 is in the multiplier algebra, 1D1 ¼#nþknk p; and D1*ð#nn A1Þ1D1 : Let
g ¼ Ad uð1ðnk;nÞÞ; which is a projection in the commutant of D1 and satisﬁes that
gXAd uð1ðn;nÞÞ ¼ 1ðn;nÞ:
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Setting v ¼ uwsðuÞ; we have a unitary zAD1 þ 1 such that Ad vsðpnk1xÞ ¼
Ad zðxÞpnþkþ1 for xAD1: We should note that if xAD1g; then Ad vsððpeÞnk1xÞ
¼ Ad zðxÞðpeþÞnþkþ1:
For c ¼ c1 þ c2 with c1bc2b1 and c ¼ c1 þ c2; we have an orthogonal family
ðfiÞci¼c of projections in#ZA4-A03 and a unitary v1A#ZA4-A03 such that v1C1;
Ad v1sðfiÞ ¼ fiþ1; and ½fi41=ð2cþ 2Þ½1: We deﬁne Fi ¼ fið#nþkþcþinkcþi pÞ just as in
2.5. Then we should note that g commutes with Fi and that Ad v1z
vUsðFigÞ ¼ Fiþ1g
as well as Ad v1z
vUsðFiÞ ¼ Fiþ1: We deﬁne an almost Ad v1zvUs-invariant
projection FAð#ZA4Þ s Z in terms of ðFiÞ and ðv1zvUsÞ2c1þc2 just as before. In
particular we have that FX
Pc1
i¼c1 Fi  e and that Fp#nþkþ1nk1 pp1D1 : We should
notice that g commutes with F ; e and that Fg can be deﬁned just in the same way as
F in terms of ðFigÞ and ðv1zvUsÞ2c1þc2 : By the same computation as before we
can see that F ; Fg;Ad v1z
vUsðFÞ;Ad v1zvUsðFgÞ commutes with D1: Since
Ad v1z
vUsðFÞ ¼ Ad v1vUsðFÞ and Ad v1zvUsðFgÞ ¼ Ad v1vUsðFgÞ; we get a
unitary V in the commutant of D1 in the multiplier algebra with V such that
Ad Vv1vUsðFÞ ¼ F and Ad Vv1vUsðFgÞ ¼ Fg: Taking Vv1v for V and D1 for D; we
can check all the other properties.
Finally we indicate how the assertion made after Theorem 3.3 follows. Let z be a
unitary in Dð D1Þ such that Ad VUsðxFÞ ¼ Ad zðxÞF for xAD: Then, since zVUs
is in the commutant of DFg and 1ðn;nÞ1D is a projection in Dg; the C-subalgebra
generated by 1ðn;nÞD1ðn;nÞF and zVUsF1ðn;nÞ is isomorphic to 1ðn;nÞD1ðn;nÞ
#CðTÞ (or a quotient of it) and its identity 1ðn;nÞF is close to 1ðn;nÞ in the sense that
½1ðn;nÞ  1ðn;nÞF p½1ðn;nÞð1 eÞoe½1ðn;nÞ in R#K0ð#Z ðAk; e; eþÞÞ: We should
also note that F1ðn;nÞ commutes with VUs1ðn;n1ÞðCUs1ðn;n1ÞÞ: &
Lemma 3.6. Let A be a unital simple AF C-algebra with a unique tracial state
and let ðAnÞ and e; eþAA1 be as before. For any nAN and e40 there exist a projec-
tion eA#ZA-A01; a 2 by 2 matrix C-subalgebra C of #ZA-A01; a projec-
tion FA#ZA s Z; and a unitary V in the multiplier algebra of #ZA s Z such
that
e; F AC0;
½F ; 1ðn;nÞ ¼ 0;
F Að#nnA1Þ0;
1CXFXe;
jjV  1jjo e;
Ad VUsjCF ¼ id;
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Ad VUsðF1ðn;nÞÞ ¼F1ðn;nÞ;
½e4ð1 eÞ½1 in R#K0ð#ZA-A01Þ:
Proof. As in the proof of the previous lemma, we obtain a projection pAA2-A01 and
a full matrix C-subalgebra D of pA2p with D*A1p and then construct D1; u; v; z; g
for a large kAN just as there.
Since A-A03 is approximately divisible, Lemma 2.6 gives, for any e40; a
projection q and a 2 by 2 matrix C-subalgebra CCA-A03 such that q ¼ 1C and
½q4ð1 eÞ½1 in R#K0ðA-A03Þ: Here we may replace A by A4: We should note here
that ½qpe ¼ ½qpeþ in K0ðA4Þ since ½pe ¼ ½peþ in K0ðA3Þ: Then just as in the proof
of the previous lemma (or Lemma 2.5), we deﬁne C1 ¼ Ad u0ð#nnk C##nþknþ1 qÞ
for the same k as above and for some unitary u0ðA#ZA5-A03Þ; and also deﬁnes
unitaries v0ðA#ZA5-A03Þ and z0ðAC1 þ 1Þ; in particular jjv0  1jjB1=k; v0 commu-
tes with q at any point of Z; and Ad z0v0Usðqnk1xÞ ¼ qnþkþ1x for xAC1: Then it
follows that Ad z0v0zvUsððpqÞnk1xÞ ¼ ðpqÞnþkþ1x for xACðC1; D1Þ and
Ad z0v0zvUsððpqeÞnk1xÞ ¼ ðpqeþÞnþkþ1x for xACðC1; D1Þg; where ðpqeÞ
and ðpqeþÞ can be replaced by ðpqÞ: Note that 1ðn;nÞCðC1; D1Þ1ðn;nÞ
CCðC1; D1Þg since 1ðn;nÞACðC1; D1Þg:
Let c1; c2AN be such that c1bc2b1 and let c ¼ c1 þ c2: By the Rohlin property s
on#ZA6-A05; we obtain an orthogonal family ðfiÞci¼c of projections and a unitary
v1A#ZA6-A05 such that v1C1; Ad v1sðfiÞ ¼ fiþ1; and ½fi4ð2cþ 2Þ1½1 in
R#K0ð#ZA6-A05Þ: We deﬁne, for i ¼ c;cþ 1;y; c;
Fi ¼ fið#nþkþcþinkcþi pqÞ:
Note that Ad v1z
0v0zvUsðFiÞ ¼ Fiþ1 and Ad v1z0v0zvUsðFi1ðn;nÞÞ ¼ Fiþ11ðn;nÞ: We
can then proceed just as in the proof of the previous lemma (taking 1ðn;nÞ for g this
time). See also the proof of 2.7. &
Lemma 3.7. Let A be a unital simple AF C-algebra with a unique tracial state and let
ðAnÞ; e; eþAA1 be as usual. For any nAN and e40; there exists a C-subalgebra C of
#ZðA; e; eþÞ s Z such that
1C ¼ 1ðn;nÞ;
CCð#nnðA1; e; eþÞÞ0;
CDM2"M3;
jj½Us1ðn;n1Þ; xjjo ejjxjj for xAC:
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Proof. We use the previous lemma for a sufﬁciently small e40; where in the
conclusion we may replace A by Ak for a sufﬁciently large k: By changing indices we
may assume that k ¼ 2:
Let cAN be such that cb1 and coð3eÞ1: By using the Rohlin property for s
on #ZA-A02; we ﬁnd an orthogonal family ðfiÞc1i¼0 of projections and a unitary
v in #ZA-A02 such that vD1; Ad vUsðfiÞ ¼ fiþ1; and ½fi4ð1þ cÞ1½1 in
R#K0ð#ZA-A02Þ: Let ðeijÞ be a set of matrix units in C: We may assume that
½1 ep½e11ef1 in K0ð#ZA-A01Þ and let bA#ZA-A01 be a partial isometry such
that bb ¼ 1 e and bbpe11ef1: We deﬁne
y ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
c
p
Xc1
i¼0
ðvUsÞibðvUsÞið1 FÞ:
Then y belongs to ð#ZA-A01Þð1 FÞCð#nnA1Þ0; is close to a partial isometry
y1 ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
c
p
Xc1
i¼0
ðvUsÞibðVUsÞið1 FÞ
with y1y1 ¼ 1 F ; and is close to
y2 ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
c
p
Xc1
i¼0
ðVUsÞibðvUsÞið1 FÞ
with y2 ¼ Fe11y2: Note also that
jjAd vUsðyÞ  yjjp2=
ﬃﬃﬃ
c
p
:
Let v1 be the partial isometry obtained by the polar decomposition of
Fe11y1ðn;nÞ ¼ 1ðn;nÞFe11yAð#nn A1Þ0; which is close to a partial isometry. Then it
follows that v1v1 ¼ 1ðn;nÞð1 FÞ; v1v1p1ðn;nÞFe11; and ½U ; v1B0 for U 
Us1ðn;n1Þ ¼ 1ðnþ1;nÞUs: Then the C-subalgebra C1 generated by C1ðn;nÞF and
v1 satisﬁes that C1Cð#nn A1Þ0 and 1C1 ¼ 1ðn;nÞ; C1DM2"M3: Moreover it follows
that jj½U ; xjj is small for x in the unit ball of C1: Since #nnðA1; e; eþÞ ¼
ð#nn A1Þ1ðn;nÞ; this concludes the proof. &
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